An action research study described and evaluated a classroom lending library that was rich in developmentally appropriate literacy material and was designed to facilitate communication between the child's school and home. The kindergarten classroom was located in the southwestern area of Baltimore, Maryland. The children themselves staffed the classroom library, and parents were encouraged to read to their children at home. Fourteen families completed questionnaires, 4 families were interviewed, and 4 parents participated in a discussion group held at school. Results indicated that: (1) the lending library proved to be an exciting vehicle that fostered communication between the child's home and school; (2) parent involvement in a variety of activities increased; (3) the teacher had a more positive attitude. The teacher shared the results of the project with all faculty in the school, and the principal allocated funds for each classroom to establish its own lending library. (Contains nine references. Appendixes present parent and children questionnaires, and the results of parent and child discussion groups.) (RS)
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Abstract. As a kindergarten teacher with more than 30 years experience, I have long been aware of the importance of the home environment in young children's beginning reading and of the importance of good communication between parents and teachers. I was therefore eager to participate in an inservice seminar on these issues led by National Reading Research Center researchers Robert Serpell, Linda Baker, and Susan Sonnenschein (Serpell, Baker, Sonnenschein, Gorham, & Hill, 1996).

During the 1995–96 school year I and several other Baltimore City prekindergarten and kindergarten teachers met regularly on Saturday mornings with the project staff at the University of Maryland Baltimore County. We read and discussed articles dealing with children's home literacy experiences (e.g., Baker, Serpell, & Sonnenschein, 1995; Goldenberg, Reese, & Gallimore, 1992; Heath, 1982), home-school connections (e.g., Comer, 1988; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992; Shockley, 1993), and teacher inquiry (e.g., Jervis, Carr, Lockhart, & Rogers, 1996). I found the articles and group discussions stimulating, making me think in new ways about working with low-income families from diverse backgrounds. As part of the seminar, each teacher developed and conducted her own action research project aimed at promoting connections between home and school. We received guidance from the university staff and financial support to implement our projects. In this paper I describe my project and share my reactions to it.

Because research shows that children can benefit from regular opportunities to share books with friends and family members, and because I knew that many of the children at Bentalou Elementary School did not have such opportunities, I decided to create a classroom lending library that the children themselves would staff. I chose this approach because the library would be rich in accessible literacy material developmentally appropriate for five-year-olds, and it could serve to facilitate communication between the child’s school and home.
The School and the Neighborhood

Bentalou Elementary School is a primary school, grades pre-K through second, which is located in the southwestern area of Baltimore’s inner city. The surrounding neighborhood is populated by low-income, African-American families. On our A.M. kindergarten roll in 1995-96, we had 18 African Americans who lived in the community and 9 European Americans who were bused into our school. The 21 children in the P.M. class included 14 African Americans and 7 European Americans. The majority of the children at the school qualify for free lunch.

The availability of books at Bentalou, as at most of the city schools, is limited. There is a school library, but it is not well-stocked; there is no full-time librarian. Kindergarten children are allowed to take books from the library to their classrooms, but they are not allowed to bring them home. Individual classrooms do not have many books. I purchased books for students in my class from my own funds, and I relied heavily on a suburban public library from which I borrowed books for my students. The neighborhood public library is very small, and it is in a location that is so unsafe that teachers are not allowed to bring their students there. Many parents also do not visit the library out of safety concerns.

Establishing the Lending Library

I took several steps to stimulate parent and child interest in the lending library project before it began. First, I invited the librarian from the local public library to visit the class. She delighted the children by telling us a story, one that included student participation and props. The children filled out applications for library cards and received them shortly afterwards. Then I scheduled a parent visit to the library that was attended by twelve parents. The parents left the library better informed, and they seemed to have a more positive feeling about reading to children. Finally, I sent home a letter that introduced the lending library project to the parents, along with an article from the local newspaper that described a preschool literacy program in a nearby neighborhood that stressed the importance of parents reading to their children.

Our lending library was located on a long countertop in the back of the classroom. An open-book logo made out of yellow construction paper with the word “library” printed on it identified this area in our classroom. Behind the countertop was a bulletin board with a large book logo containing book jackets from our library books. Eight corrugated boxes housed the 100 paperback books that were purchased for $99 from the Scholastic Book Company. Each book had a number written on the front cover and on an index card where the title of the book was printed, which enabled the children to identify the books by numbers. The index card was placed in a paper pocket in the inside back cover of the book. A 2” x 3” white sticker was glued on the back cover to provide a space for a return date. I kept a master list of all of the titles of the books and added to this inventory as more books were added to the library.

Two tote trays held the date stamps, stamp pads, pencils, and evaluation forms. The evaluation forms were placed in each book so that they could be completed at home and
returned with the book. These evaluations helped in assessing which books the children enjoyed and why the children did or did not like a book. Students were allowed to keep a book for one week. However, many of the children returned their books in a few days and selected other ones.

When borrowing books, children printed their names on the index cards, and the child librarian placed the cards in a basket that held the cards until the books were returned. The librarian stamped a return date on the white sticker on the back of each book. When children returned a book, the librarian retrieved the index card with the number that corresponded with the book and stamped a return date next to the child’s name on the card. The completed evaluation slip was placed in an envelope marked “For Teacher.” A fresh evaluation slip and the index card were placed in the book’s pocket, and the book was returned to the library for circulation.

Our library was open in the morning from 8:25 a.m. until 8:45 a.m. Because the children eat breakfast at school, their entrance into the classroom was staggered. This arrangement allowed small groups of children to visit the library without overcrowding. Children in the P.M. class entered the room at 11:30 a.m. and selected their books before going to the cafeteria for lunch.

Three children a week were selected to work in the library. They pinned on an open-book logo name tag with the word “Librarian” printed on it. Every child had the experience of being the librarian and lender of books. Children were enthusiastic about taking on this responsibility and showed pride in their competence. Even those children who were frequently late for school never arrived late on the days they were to be librarian.

One of the fathers who owned a video camera volunteered to come into the classroom and make a videotape of the lending library project. I began with a short introduction, and he then videotaped children in the lending library. He asked several of the children to describe their responsibilities as librarians, which they proudly did in front of the camera. He also videotaped a group of children talking with me about the books they read.

Questionnaires and Interviews with Parents and Children about Reading

Because I was interested in the parents’ and children’s thoughts about books and reading, I sent home brief questionnaires to be completed and returned to school. I also invited several parents in for informal discussions with me, both individually and as a group. And I invited children to participate in a small-group discussion about the books they were reading. The questions were not directly focused on the lending library; rather, I took this as an opportunity to find out more about the children’s home lives as recommended by Moll et al. (1992), Shockley (1993), and Sonnenschein, Baker, and Serpell (1995). I include the questions and responses in the appendices to this report for the benefit of teachers who might be interested in opening up home-school communication about reading using this approach.

Questionnaires. To keep my project manageable in scope, I sent home questionnaires only to parents of children in my A.M. class. Fourteen families completed the forms. Appen-
Appendix A lists the 14 questions asked on the parent questionnaire and a summary of the parents' responses. I included questions about how often parents read to their child, who else in the family reads to the child, what kinds of questions they ask their child, and how they could help their child become a better reader. Appendix B lists the nine questions asked on the children's questionnaire and a summary of their responses. I included questions about children's responses to storybook reading, reasons why reading is important, and what helps them become a good reader.

**Parent interviews.** I conducted a series of individual interviews with five parents, recording three on videotape and two on audiotape. The parents were asked to respond orally to the written parent questionnaire. Two of the parents who were selected had children who were having difficulty mastering kindergarten skills, and I wanted to know more about their home experiences so that I could design a program that would meet their individual needs. The other three parents came to school frequently, were very interested in storybook reading, and were particularly involved in their child's education. When being interviewed, the parents seemed to feel very comfortable. They were willing to talk about storybook reading in their home and often elaborated when giving answers to my questions. The information that I collected from these interviews corresponded with the information from the parent questionnaires, and the elaborations were particularly enlightening. For example, one mother told me that her child set up her own lending library at home:

> Her and her older sister set up little books. They have their own stamps. They have their dates that they write on it, and they get their dad to check books out. She hangs things up like its her lending library. And they have a little box that they keep everything in; she has her own stamps and everything. It's really cute, because when we did this in school she came home and set it up. She wanted to have her own lending library. I thought it was nice.

**Parents' discussion group.** Four parents participated in a discussion group held at school. Three of the parents also participated in the parent interviews and were eager to share their experiences and ideas with other parents. During this discussion I asked them to talk about a variety of issues, such as the importance of reading to children and how to develop children who like to read questions. Appendix C includes the questions and summaries of the parent responses. Only parents who wanted to respond to a particular question did so.

**Children's discussion group.** Many children volunteered to participate in a discussion about a book that had been read to them at home, but I thought a group of seven children would be ideal for this activity. Most of the children in this group had parents who participated in one or both of the interviews and discussion groups. This gave me a more controlled grouping so that I could gather information about the child's storybook experiences from the parent and the child. I used a series of five questions to guide this discussion, including specific questions about why the child liked the book that had been read to them and general questions about why it was important to read books. However, I asked each child all questions in turn and discovered that many of the children were repeating answers given by the
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previous child. I realized too late that I should have encouraged a less-structured exchange of ideas. Appendix D includes the questions and the children's responses.

Responses to the Lending Library Project

The lending library inquiry project has reinforced many of the ideas that I have had about reading to children. It has also given me more direct knowledge about children's story-book reading experiences in the home and how their parents feel about reading to their children. This insight is helping me work with parents and children so that, together, we can develop a literacy program that will better meet children's needs.

The lending library proved to be an exciting vehicle that fostered communication between the child's home and school. Many parents in our neighborhood are not as involved as we would like them to be in their children's education. However, parents visited school more often because they wanted to see their child use the library, especially when it was their child's turn to serve as librarian. Instead of simply dropping children off at the door when school began, parents came into the classroom to guide their children in making book selections to bring home for shared reading. I often overheard discussions, for example, about what books younger siblings might like. Parents talked with me more because the library created a point of contact that was nontaxing and interesting for both them and their children.

But the rich interaction that was taking place transcended the lending library; the rapport between parents, children, and school improved in areas other than the library. I observed increased participation on class trips, parties, assemblies for perfect attendance, and year-end closing activities. I also experienced much more parent involvement in the day-to-day activities in the classroom, such as checking homework, assisting children with difficult skills, and giving additional encouragement or assistance to those children in need. Children who see their parents and other parents participating in their education are likely to develop a more positive attitude toward learning and view school as a very important place.

Involving parents more closely in their children's education fostered a group cohesion that motivated a culminating activity sponsored by both A.M. and P.M. parents. During the last week of school, the parents put on a group surprise luncheon that they had worked on for weeks. All children and parents were invited to participate in this closing activity. I felt more appreciated than in many years before.

I too had a more positive attitude. When a parent came in with a suggestion or a complaint, I tried to view the concern from the parent's and child's perspective as well as my own. I had more patience because I had so much emotional and physical support. I was enjoying my job; this feeling of joy motivated me to teach. I invited the parents to school to view the lending library video and served refreshments to the parents and children. We shared comments about the delightful activities of the children in the video.

One of my goals in creating the classroom lending library was to motivate parents and children to make more use of the neighborhood public library. To my disappointment, I found that this did not occur, in part because of safety
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concerns. This shows just how important it is to have books available to inner-city families in a safe environment, such as that created in my classroom.

Teachers who set up classroom lending libraries such as the one I created need to expect some loss of books. Out of an inventory of 118 books, 20 were not returned. However, the benefits of the project far outweighed the loss. I felt this project was so successful that I shared it with all members of the faculty at my school. To my delight, the principal allocated funds for each classroom to establish its own lending library.
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Appendix A

Parents’ Questionnaire
The Parents' Questionnaire: The Questions and a Summary of the Responses

(The numbers following the responses indicate the numbers of parents who gave each response.)

1. Who initiated the reading?
   Parent: 5
   Child: 9

2. How long was the reading session?
   10-20 minutes: 11
   30 minutes: 2
   1 hour: 1

3. Why did your child select this book?
   Pictures: 3
   Enjoyed the subject matter: 3
   Interest in that particular book: 4
   Received book as a gift: 1
   No response: 3

4. Did your child like the book? Why or why not?
   Yes: 14
   No: 0
   (Each child gave a reason for enjoying the book.)

5. Did your child want the book read again?
   Yes: 12
   No: 2

6. How often do you read to your child? Daily, weekly, two or more days a week?
   Daily: 7
   Weekly: 3
   Two or more days a week: 4

7. Who else in the family will read to your child?
   siblings: 5
   grandparents: 4
   fathers: 5
   extended family members (aunts, uncles): 3
   boyfriend: 1
   no one else: 1
   no response: 1

8. What comments did your child make about the book?
   Reacted positively to the subject matter: 12

16
9. What kind of questions do you ask your child after reading the story? List two questions.
   Yes/no questions: 8
   What was the favorite part of the story: 3
   Why and what questions: 1
   No response: 2

10. What kind of things did you, the parent, like about the book?
    Various positive comments: 11
    Did not like the book: 1
    No response: 2

11. Was the reading/sharing time enjoyable? Why or why not?
    Yes: 11
    No: 2
    No response: 1
    (The responses to the follow-up question were varied. Many focused on the close physical contact.)

12. Do you think reading is important? Why or why not?
    Yes: 14
    No: 0
    Learning and knowledge was gained by reading: 10
    Reading leads to a successful future: 2
    No responses: 2

13. What will your child need to be a good reader? (Response choices were provided.)
    a good environment: 9
    a good community: 4
    a teacher who reads: 9
    a teacher who provides activities that encourage reading: 14
    a home with reading material: 11
    a family that likes to read: 11
    someone that will listen: 12

14. List ways in which you can help your child become a reader?
    increase the frequency of reading: 7
    the parent should be a teacher and helper: 8
    encourage the child to read to the parent: 6
    have books, magazines, and newspapers available in the home: 1
    one can learn: 1
    no response: 2
Appendix B

Children's Questionnaire
The Children's Questionnaire: The Questions and a Summary of the Responses

(Parents were asked to read the questions to their child and write down their responses as accurately as possible. The numbers following the responses indicate the number of children who gave each response.)

1. Why did you select this book?
   - already familiar with the book: 8
   - interest in the pictures: 4
   - interest in the subject matter: 2

2. Did you like the book? What part of the story did you like or didn't like?
   - Yes: 14
   - No: 0
   - identified specific events that they liked in the story: 12
   - liked the part she could read by herself: 1

3. Who read the story to you?
   - mother: 9
   - grandmother: 1
   - grandfather: 1
   - sister-in-law: 1
   - neighbor: 1
   - child read by self: 1

4. How often do you want someone to read to you?
   - daily: 10
   - three days a week: 1
   - twice a week: 1
   - every week: 1
   - every six months: 1

5. Do you like books? Why? Why not?
   - Yes: 14
     - liked the stories: 5
     - reading was fun: 3
     - reading teaches us how to read: 1
     - stories are good: 4
     - you learn many things: 1

6. What is your favorite story?
   - Disney books: 8
   - Dr. Suess: 2
   - Other: 4

7. When is your favorite story reading time?
bedtime: 12
after school: 2

8. Do you think reading is important? Why or why not?
   Yes: 14
   No: 0
   you learn when you read: 7
   you become a good listener: 1
   you couldn’t get a good job if you didn’t know how to read: 1
   reading is fun: 1
   no response: 4

9. What helps you to be a good reader?
   learning words: 4
   school and family members: 4
   being a good listener: 1
   having books read to you at home: 1
   practicing every day: 3
   no response: 2
Appendix C

Parents' Discussion Group
Parents' Discussion Group: Questions and a Summary of the Responses

1. What do you want to say to other parents about the importance of reading to their children? How often?
   Two parents reported that a child gets the feel of the book, becomes familiar with it, and learns the vocabulary. Two parents stated that one should read while the child is young and read often.

2. What types of material do you read? What effect does this have on your child?
   All five parents responded by reporting suspense novels, biographies, fiction, mysteries, and children's books. When a parent reads, it has a good effect on the children; they see you learning.

3. Where do you read with your child? Where does your child read?
   Parents read with their children on the bus and they read street signs as they walk.

4. How do you encourage a child to read?
   Parents encourage a child to read by buying books, magazines, viewing the learning channels, and educational shows on T.V.

5. Is going to the library important? Why? Do you visit the library?
   Parents stated that they had reading material in the home and only go to the library occasionally.

6. How do you express a positive attitude towards reading?
   This question was not easily understood by the parents. One parent responded that when a child sounds out the words, the mother or older sibling tries to help.

7. How much T.V. time should a five or six year old child have?
   During school days, allow a child to select his choice of programming for one hour. On Saturdays, the parents allowed their children to watch T.V. without giving a limit.

8. How much time should your child have looking at videos? What kind of videos?
   The parents did not give a time limit on viewing but stated that Disney, learning, and teaching videos were good ones to watch.

9. If you could write a recipe for developing a child who likes to read, what would it be?
   The parents gave these responses:
   1. Be patient.
   2. Have many books in the home.
   3. Have different types (pop-up, shape, etc.) of books.
   4. Encourage your child to read.
   5. Make time for reading.
   6. Sit together and treasure this time to be close. You will have positive feelings.

10. What goals do you have for your child?
The parents reported:
1. Get the most out of an education.
2. Don't give up.
3. See your goal as a challenge.
4. Hopefully, my child will go to college.
5. See what goals the children set for themselves. Children's goals change as they grow older.
Appendix D

Children's Discussion Group
Children's Discussion Group: Questions and a Summary of the Responses

1. What is the name of your book?
   All of the students, except one, were able to tell the title of the book.

2. Why did you like the book?
   Identified specific events: 4
   Liked the pictures: 1

3. Who reads to you?
   The mother was the main story reader.

4. Where did you read this book?
   The readings took place in various rooms in the house.

5. Why is it important to read books?
   Reading makes you smart: 1
   You can learn words and when you grow up you can read books: 1
   When you read you become a better reader: 1
   Your boss will want you to read on your job: 1
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